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Event Summary
• On May 7, 2021, 20 FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Array)
were identified as Suspect/Counterfeit (S/CI).
• The vendor has been unable to produce documented
evidence that the product was supplied as an authorized
distributor.
• Identified at Assembly house, but chips were mostly not in use
and segregated.
• Problem Statement: Field Programmable Gate Array Circuits
Identified as Suspect/Counterfeit.
• Direct Cause: FPGAs were purchased from a supplier that
was not a Franchised / Licensed “Distributor” with Traceability
through the supply chain from the OCM. Said distributor was
approved as a supplier in place of an Authorized Distributor.
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Team Members
Team Members (*BlueDragonTM Trained):

•

James West* (Team Lead), DH QRep (QMO), BNL S/CI Coordinator/SME

•

Edward Sierra* (Team Co-Lead / Causal Analyst), BNL QMO

•

John Collins, BNL PPM Strategic Programs Manager & Competition Advocate

•

Matthew Rumore*, BNL IO ERC / WCM

•

Brandon Thorne, BNL NPP Deputy Chief Operating Officer

•

Charles Weilbrenner*, BSD QRep (QMO), Procurement Quality SME

•

Caroline Polanish (Team Observer), BHSO

Team Effort:
• 25+ Team Meetings
• 13 Interviews
• 39+ Business Day Duration Starting May 18, 2021
• Final Report provided August 31, 2021.
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Root Causes (1/3)
Four Causal Factors / Themes:
• Process Knowledge LTA – 10 cited causes
• Communications LTA – 6 cited causes
• Human Performance – 4 cited causes
• Management Oversight LTA – 3 cited causes
12 Adjunct Issues
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Root Causes (2/3)
Root Cause #1 (RC#1)
For all roles (Requisitioners, Inspectors / End Users, Reviewers
/ Approvers, QReps, Buyers, Pinners) there is a lack of
fundamental knowledge concerning the determination and
application of procurement requirements to web requisitions.
Analysis
Franchised / Licensed “Distributor” Traceability and Justification
for Non-competitive Procurement requirements related to the
purchase of FPGA integrated circuits are not well understood or
enforced. The BNL-QA-101 clause for Franchised / Licensed
“Distributor” Traceability and a JNCP requirements were not
determined as necessary or applied to the purchase order for
the FPGA integrated circuits.
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Root Causes (3/3)
Root Cause #2 (RC#2)
Management follow up or monitoring of activities did not
identify problems.
Analysis
Management was unable to identify activity problems as
there were no assessments of the procurement process
via the web requisition system for at least ten years.
Management follow-up on prior events did not identify
problems with ineffective corrective actions or develop
actions based on concerns raised by staff during routine
contract meetings.
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Method Used
1.
2.
3A.
3B.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Developed and Reviewed Timeline
Developed basic LOIs for Timeline
Developed basic understanding of Barriers and Issues
Started LOIs
Interviews on Previous Events and Timeline LOIs
Continued Developing Timelines, LOIs, Barriers, Issues
Use other RCA methods to validate LOIs (TaPRooT)
Selected Interview Groups and Personnel
Finalized LOIs and Approach to each group
Prior to next interview, analyzed responses and reviewed LOIs
Added/removed interview groups, and repeated #6, 7, 8, 9
Reviewed Barriers, Issues
Collated and analyzed all responses
Finalized causes, causal factor themes, direct/root causes
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Snapshot of
BlueDragon HCA
Chart
Followed BlueDragon HCA excel
template.
Complex issues/topics were summarized
in the dark-blue boxes.
Color coded interview questions (eventspecific individuals or general role
groups) and causal factors to show how
we arrived at the analysis conclusion.
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•

What could we have done different? (1/3)
Follow the BlueDragon methodology. It will save you time! Here is the
recently updated methodology:
Phase 1:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

•
•
•
•

Gather Available Information (we did this throughout the investigation)
Develop a Problem Statement (we used the event notification).
Conduct Extend of Condition, if required
Develop a Timeline (this takes effort, but it’s worth the time)
Develop focused, evidence-based lines of inquiry:

Analysis of Defenses (at least one LOI per defense)
Comparative Timeline Analysis, Task Analysis, Change Analysis
Insights from Data Analysis
Theme from the Anatomy of an Event (be analytical, and don’t assume you don’t have
part of the anatomy)

Phase 2:
1. Establish the schedule of sessions
2. Obtain the cooperation of affected organizations
3. Begin Causal Analysis
4. Use Socratic Questions
5. Identify Common Causes
6. Validate as your go
7. Identify the deepest-seated causes
8. Conduct the exit briefing and write the final report

Use the template to
your advantage – follow
the side-bar & use the
suggested coding!
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What could we have done different? (2/3)
• Develop and discuss the problem statement early on. If
not possible at the start, don’t leave it to the end.
• If you feel like “this is getting out of hand [or] out of scope
from the event,” you’re on the right track for good root
causes.
• Focus aim on the deepest-seeded root causes by
understanding the apparent and direct causes. By using
other tools (7 Deadly Sins of Quality Management), we
decided on a causal factor theme a few days before the
management briefing.
• Where there is evidence, look for more symptoms and
ask more focused LOIs.
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What could we have done different? (3/3)
• Arranging the HCA Chart helps your team keep the story
straight and focused on the task at hand.
• While some of the general LOIs were helpful to provide
context for the team, they weren’t the most helpful.

•

“Learning to develop focused, evidence-based LOIs is
one of the most important critical thinking and problemsolving skills. The success of HCA investigations is
directly proportional to the qualify of our LOIs.”
Trust the power of the team approach – but keep each
other accountable for implicit bias (e.g., prior knowledge,
SME knowledge).
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